Abstract. This paper presents the results of a comparative study of filtering methods for feature selection in web document clustering. First, we focused on feature selection methods based on Mutual Information (MI) and Information Gain (IG). With those features and feature values, and using MI and IG, we extracted from documents representative max-value features as well as a representative cluster for a feature and a representative cluster for a document. Second, we tested the Max Feature Selection Method (MFSM) with those representative features and clusters, and evaluated the web-document clustering performance. However, when document sets yield poor clustering results by term frequency, we cannot obtain good features using the MFSM with the MI and IG values. Therefore, we propose new filtering methods, Min Count of Representative Cluster for a Feature (MCRCF) and Min Count of Representative Cluster for a Document (MCRCD). In the experimental results, the MFSM showed better performance than was achieved using only term frequency, MI and IG. And when we applied the new filtering methods for feature selection (MCRCF, MCRCD), the clustering performance improved notably. Thus we can assert that those filtering methods are effective means of feature selection and offer good performance in web document clustering.
Introduction
Among feature selection methods in web-document clustering, X2, Mutual Information(MI), and Information Gain(IG) are widely used. [1] [2] However, we cannot rely on such methods to provide consistently good performance, because web documents have either a small number of terms or many kinds of terms and high term frequencies. A small number of terms can be maintained in a document by increasing the weights of feature values, but for documents containing many kinds of terms and high term frequencies, the document vector space has to be reduced using filtering methods. Filtering methods are general preprocessing algorithms that do not rely on any knowledge of the algorithm. [3] [4] [5] Therefore, we propose new feature filtering methods that can be applied independently to clustering application programs.
In the present study, first we extracted features and feature values using MI and IG. And with those features and values, we extracted the documents' representative max-value features as well as a representative cluster for a feature and a representative cluster for a document. Second, we used the Max Feature Selection Method (MFSM), which selects features using the max-feature values and a representative cluster number for a feature. And we proposed Min Count of Representative Cluster for a Feature (MCRCF) method and Min Count of Representative Cluster for a Document (MCRCD) methods for filtering features.
Preliminaries
We used three corpora, 'the Natural Science' directory services at www.empas.com, www.yahoo.co.kr, and www.naver.com, three famous Korean portal sites, as experimental datasets for feature selection and clustering. Those documents are well classified manually by an indexer, and so we could easily evaluate the clustering performance by comparing the pre-allocated directory with the clustering results. Accordingly, we selected 9 subdirectories within the directory services. The total number of document sets was 1,036, 964 and 1,093 respectively, and the term vector space was a matrix consisting of tf or tf*idf. After bisecting each document set, we used one half for feature selection and clustered the other half by applying the selected features. For clustering and analysis of clustering performance, we used a clustering toolkit, Cluto2.1, developed by the University of Minnesota. [3] We compared the results of clustering using entropy-and purity-averaged measures.
For feature selection, first we calculated the feature values using the MI and IG, and with the features and feature values, allocated each term to only the one category c that had the maximum score for each expression for a term t is the cluster number with the maximum value among all of the clusters(i is the cluster number). And third, we obtained the representative cluster number
for each document using C f (t), where Count i (C i (t 1 :t n )) is the number of terms t 1 …t n that have C f (t) in the i-th cluster for a document.
Filtering Methods for Feature Selection
First, we used the MFSM to filter features. We calculated the max-feature values FV i (t) max in the i-th cluster using MI and IG, and with FV i (t) max , we determined the representative cluster number C f (t) for a term t. We then selected features in a representative cluster. In expression 1, count(C i (t)) is the count C i (t) for a term t in all of the clusters. Second, with MCRCF, we selected features using FV i (t) max and C f (t) and thresholds. If the feature value FV i (t) in the i-th cluster for a term t is greater than the threshold λ , and the count of C i (t) of term t in all of the clusters is greater than the threshold Τ (the threshold is 50% or 40% or 30% of the total number of clusters), those features are removed from a document matrix. For example, when term t has a H. Park and H. We could obtain a representative cluster number for a document C f (d) as in section 2. To apply the MCRCD method, we require the sum of feature values for term t in all of the clusters, the weight W (2 or 3 or 4) and thresholds Τ (50% or 40% or 30%) constants. We include the following 5 steps in the filtering process.
Step 1: Calculate the feature value FV(t) of term t and FV i (t) max in the i-th cluster.
Step 2: Obtain C i (t) and C i (d) using FV i (t) max in the i-th cluster.
Step 3 Step 5: Apply those features and feature values to a document matrix, and cluster. 
Experimental Evaluations
In these experiments, we clustered the document matrix by applying the MFSM with the MI and IG values. As shown in Fig 1, the entropies and purities of Empas (1) were the results of clustering the document set Empas(1) by applying features selected by Empas (2) . In the case of the Empas and Yahoo document sets, the clustering results for the MFSM with the MI and IG values (MFSM-MI, MFSM-IG) were better than for TF, MI and IG. But in the case of the Naver document sets, the clustering results for MI and IG were very poor. Because the results by TF had poor entropies and purities (0.327, 0.731), we could not obtain good features using the MFSM with MI and IG values. And when we used the MCRCF and MCRCD methods, for not only the Empas and Yahoo document sets but also for the Naver document sets, the clustering results were better than when using the MFSM with MI and IG values, in all of the entropies and purities. The entropies and purities of the clustering results using MCRCF and MCRCD were improved notably.
Conclusion
This paper presents the results of a comparative study on features filtering for feature selection web-document clustering. We applied, as feature selection methods, MI and IG, and then the MFSM. There were better results for some document sets than those obtained using term frequency (TF). But because the results by TF yielded poor entropies and purities, we could not obtain good features using MI and IG, or the MFSM either. Therefore, we were obliged to find new methods for selecting good features and achieving good performance. When we applied MCRCF and MCRCD, we were able to obtain a much better performance than that achieved using the MFSM with MI and IG. Most notably in the case of the Yahoo document sets, there was an extraordinarily good performance for all data sets using MCRCF and MCRCD. Therefore, we can confirm that these feature-filtering methods offer enhanced clustering performance as well as an effective means of selective filtering.
